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Chalapi Beg is a savant of excellent disposition and wide culture, and he deserves a place in His Majesty's majlis. Educated at Qazwin, he has during the last twelve years made a great name for himself and is universally well-spoken of. He now lives at Shiraz.
Evidently, it was in consequence of this report that Akbar sent an invitation to Chalapi Beg and issued orders to an Iranian trader to make arrangements for the scholar's journey to India." On his arrival, Chalapi Beg was made the principal teacher at a royal madrasa at Agra.12 Even prior to his invitation to Chalapi Beg, Akbar sent an invitation to Mir Sadr ud-Din Muhammad Naqib who had communicated his wish to join Akbar's service. The farman inviting him was issued in 1591 and reads:13 This court's patronage of men of learning ... is well-known. Now Ghiyath ud-din Naqib Khan of this court has spoken highly of Mir Sadr ud-din. Therefore it is hereby commanded that loo Iranian tumans (taman-i rd'iji-i 'Iraqf) be paid at once to the distinguished trader Khwaja Chalapi Qazwini who is forthwith given cong6 so as to carry the money to the Mir who is to use it as travelling expenses.
If the amount thus remitted was insufficient, Mir Sadr ud-Din was authorized to take more money from Khwaja Qazwini or from the traders who had business in India.
Akbar received an encouraging response. A very large number of Persian writers and poets came to India, many of them in search of 0o Abul Fath Gilani, Ruq'at-i Abul Fath Gflanf, ed. Muhammad Bashir Husain 
MUZAFFAR ALAM
The supremely important thing is spiritual relationship and proximity. God be paised that Safi ud-din Amir Ahmad Kashi has realised this truth, and has placed himself under the guidance of this humble servant of God (sc. Akbar). Let Amir Ahmad be not discouraged by the spatial distance, for the writer is [spiritually] close at hand to give him succour. Love of the people of Iran has been deeply ingrained in his (Akbar's) heart from the very beginning; it is his desire that this exalted community should come close to him spiritually as well as materially, and thereby prosper materially and spiritually, and the high and low (that is, all classes) of that community should partake of imperial favour. It is indeed fortunate that Amir Ahmad is there among them to guide them on the right path. He should write regularly and seek guidance about his spiritual experience (waridat-i ghaibiya, lit. things coming in from the heavens) and mystic problems to the Emperor who is indeed the solver of problems spiritual and universal. Akbar's reform pertained in the first place to the learning of the Persian alphabets and the basic words. Children were not to spend too much time, as was the practice, on alphabet. After learning and practising the shape and name of the words they were required to commit to memory some Persian couplets or moral phrases directly and thus appropriate the ethos of the language at a very young age. Then they studied the prescribed curriculum which included ethics (akhlaq), arithmetic (hisab), notations peculiar to arithmetic (siyaq), agriculture (falahat), measurement (masahat), geometry, astronomy, physiognomy, household economy (tadbfr-i manzil), the rules of government (siydsat-i mudun), medicine, logic, mathematics (riyazf) and physical and metaphysical (tab'F and I1dhf) sciences. Injfi began to compile the Farhang at Akbar's instance and since it was completed after the Emperor's death, it was dedicated to his son, Jahangir.45
The message through such construction was possibly intended to be communicated to the Indian converts, whose native language was some form of Hindavi. There was certainly wide application of Persian studies among the shurafa, the Muslim landed magnates, the revenue-free land holders in the rural areas, those who had daily allowance (a'imma, wazzfa) in towns and petty officials. Even ordinary literate Muslims like soldiers, for instance, were expected now to read simple Persian. In Shahjahan's time treatises on religious disputations in simple prose were written for common poor Muslims in order to prevent them from falling into the Brahmanical 'trap' and thus leaning towards innovation, idolatrous practices and infidelity. 
